
Denny’s 
 

    I’ve been going to Denny’s since high school, and I noticed that both Denny’s here in Auburn, CA, 

closed several months ago, so I thought I’d look into the restaurant chain... 

 

    Denny's (also known as Denny's Diner on some of the locations' signage) is an American  diner-style res-

taurant chain. It operates over 1,600 restaurants in the United States (including Puerto Rico and Guam), 

Canada, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Mexico, The Dominican Commonwealth, Guatemala, Japan, Honduras, 

New Zealand, Qatar, Philippines, United Arab Emirates, Curaçao, and the United Kingdom. 

 

   Originally opened as a coffee shop under the name Danny's Donuts, Denny's is now known for always 

being open and serving breakfast, lunch, and dinner around the clock. Denny's does not close on holidays 

and nights, except where required by law. Many of the restaurants are located in proximity to freeway exits, 

bars, and in service areas. Denny's started franchising in 1963, and most Denny's restaurants are now fran-

chisee-owned. 

 

   Denny's was founded by Harold Butler and Richard Jezak, who opened Danny's Donuts in Lakewood, 

CA, in 1953. In 1956, a year after Jezak's departure from the then-6-store chain, Butler changed the con-

cept, shifting it from a donut shop to a coffee shop with store No. 8. Danny's Donuts was renamed Danny's 

Coffee Shops and changed its operation to 24 hours. In 1959, to avoid confusion with Los Angeles restau-

rant chain Coffee Dan's, Butler changed the name from Danny's Coffee Shops to Denny's Coffee Shops. In 

1961, Denny's Coffee Shops was renamed Denny's. The business continued to expand, and by 1981, there 

were over 1,000 restaurants in all 50 U.S. states. The company absorbed many of the old Sambo's restau-

rants and used their mid-century design in some of their restaurants. In 1977, Denny's introduced the still-

popular Grand Slam breakfast. In 1994, Denny's became the largest corporate sponsor of Save the Children, 

a national charity. All but six Denny's closed for the first time ever on Christmas 

1988; many of the restaurants were built without locks, and some had reportedly 

lost their keys. 

 

   In June 2017, eight Denny's locations in Colorado, including Colorado Springs 

and Pueblo, abruptly shut down due to a franchise owner failing to pay nearly 

$200,000 in back taxes as well as over $30,000 in sales tax from the previous 

year. In addition, several employees claimed there were issues with accounts not 

being paid, bounced checks and paychecks not arriving on time. As a result of the 

seizure of the eight Denny's locations by the IRS, numerous employees were left 

without employment, and claimed that no advanced warning was given regarding 

the sudden closures. The franchise owner responsible for the closures immediately 

fled the state of Colorado. 

[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Denny%27s] 

 

   So why the closures here in Au-

burn? I don’t know, but appar-

ently it wasn’t a national move. 

Sorry to see the stores here 

close...Now there’s no 24-hour 

restaurants available here at all. 

 


